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The beginning

A large number of experimental papers followed that also saw the signal. It also
stimulated a huge number of theoretical papers.

http://www-spires.dur.ac.uk/spires/find/hep/wwwauthors?key=5446783
http://www-spires.dur.ac.uk/spires/find/hep/wwwauthors?key=5446783
http://www-spires.dur.ac.uk/spires/find/hep/wwwauthors?key=5446783
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/hep?c=PRLTA,91,012002


PDG:The end



The resurrection



The trouble makers





We include ф production on the proton and neutron and Λ(1520) production on the
proton,  the basic ingredients observed experimentally, plus rescattering of the kaons.

Theoretical model for the reaction



At LEPS the proton and neutron are not measured. A prescription must
be taken to make a best guess MMSA prescription

From there one determines the p momentum in the pn CM frame
Then boost it to the Lab frame (deuteron at rest).  The minimum momentum
corresponds when pCM goes opposite to pmiss

This is the momentum assigned to
the neutron.

This condition is demanded



Cuts at LEPS to remove the ф contribution



Pmin(exp) Pmin(theo)

Recall: when reconstructing the K+ n invariant mass, pp is taken as pmin



However, the real momentum distribution is different !! 

From proton as spectator From neutron as spectator



Correspondence between real momenta and momenta from experimental prescription

Case of proton as spectator General case, full theoretical model

MMSA Real momenta MMSA Real momenta





Inv. Mass distributions for K+ n and K- p, using the MMSA, normalized to data

Red curve: large statistics theoretical curve
with the cuts of LEPS and the MMSA prescription

Red area: theoretical prediction
with LEPS cuts and MMSA 
prescription







Effect of the change of cuts

Standard LEPS cut



Event production simulations with the Von Neumann method



Conclusions

We found that the LEPS set up leads unavoidably to a (broad) 
peak for the K+ n invariant mass distribution around 1530 MeV.

The limited statistics of LEPS, 2000 events, leads to fluctuations.
The measurement of the K- p distribution shows the size of the
fluctuations and they are large enough to justify the “extra” 
strength of the LEPS peak in the K+ n mass around 1530 MeV on
top of the “exact” distribution.

We also showed how it is possible to get peaks or make them
disappear by changing the cuts.

Is there a “Θ+ pentaquark”?
This is not the right question,



The right question is:  Can one claim evidence for the “Θ+”from
the LEPS experiment, as was done in the paper of PRC (2009)?

The answer, after the present work, is clear:  NO

The case in favour of the Θ+ from the LEPS reaction is lost
after the findings of the present work .





R.I.P.
Requiescat in pacem

For non latin people: let it rest in peace

Eulogy

Its life was short but exciting. It showed theoreticians that they knew less
about hadron structure than they thought they knew.

It showed us all that with determination you can always get what you want, but in 
science this is treacherous, because you can also get what does not exist.

Θ+(1540)


